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Spiral-structure metamaterial (SSM) is of great importance, however, there are fewer

methods to fabricate SSM due to limitations of material particularity and working

accuracy. In this paper, a systematic scheme for fabricating SSM is proposed by

employing the metal mold making with diamond-based ultra-precision turning technique

and then molding replication method. By studying the path planning algorithm of the

turning, molding error law, and a technique of how to compensate for the error, a

solution for SSM is consequently formed. Our experimental results show a satisfying

SSM with a surface roughness under 5 nm and a surface shape error under 0.63%

of the designed wavelength (30 um). Moreover, this SMM element is processed within

10min, with low cost materials and processes. Based on these advantages, our SSM

processing scheme shows a remarkable potential in precise fabricating phase plates and

industrialized application of terahertz metamaterial in the future.

Keywords:micron/nano-fabrication, spiral-structurematamaterial, optics, terahertz optics elements,microoptics,

ultra-precision fabrication

INTRODUCTION

Spiral-structure metamaterial (SSM) can modulate the beam of an electromagnetic plane wave into
a spiral wave by controlling the spiral state of the electromagnetic wave. In this paper, we propose
a method to fabricate the SSM in a wavelength range in 30 um ∼1mm, which has an important
application in many fields, such as quantum optics, communication, and sensing detection [1–
4]. The relevant characteristic parameters require the fabrication between micro-machining and
traditional machining. It is therefore difficult to use an existing fabrication technique to make the
SSM with high precision and efficiency.

It was expected that the fabrication of SSM would need to involve the microlithography method
and ultra-precision machining technique. For the microlithography technique, the available
materials in the terahertz region mainly include quartz and silicon [5–9]. This technique has high
machining precision with a quartz-based etching depth under 10 um and a silicon-based etching
depth under 50 um. However, at such etching depths, the application requirement of the terahertz
waveband is difficult to meet. Additionally, there are some other shortcomings when using the
etching technique, such as tedious processing steps, long processing period, and a high cost. As for
the ultra-precision machining technique, by employing the diamond cutter equipment which can
be controlled with nanometer precision, both the processing area and adjustable precision will be
greatly improved [10–13]. In fact, the diamond cutter is not suitable for terahertz materials such
as polymethylpentene, polyethylene (PE), polypropylene, and polytetrafluoroethylene, while this
cutter shows an excellent machinability in some other materials, for instance, metals and crystals
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[14, 15]. The high-polymer-based terahertz material may cause
obvious wear to the diamond cutter and may, consequently,
influence the forming quality of SMM.

Combining the ultra-precision machining technique with the
thermoplasticity of high-polymer -based materials, we present
an ultra-precision replication method for fabricating the SSM.
By applying the single-point diamond turning mold and using
the error compensation technique, the error between device and
design parameters can be reduced, and the SSM can be fabricated
with high efficiency, high precision, and at a low cost.

PRINCIPLE OF THE ULTRA-PRECISION
REPLICATION TECHNOLOGY FOR SSM

The Principle of the ultra-precision replication technology is
shown in Figure 1. The whole fabrication process contains
the fabrication of a diamond turning mold, replication of
a high polymer device, demolding, and shape modification.
Herein, the metal mold for turning was 7,075 aluminum
material. The turning process is composed of substrate leveling,
rough turning, and fine turning. It is therefore possible to
improve the process efficiency of the mold and to reduce
the wear of the cutter, while the homogeneity, surface form
precision, and surface roughness of the mold are well controlled.
Molding replication is accomplished through the tooling design,
preheating, molding, heat preservation, and annealing. To realize
the precise printing of the polymer material surface graphics, it is
necessary to clarify the rule of distortion between the printing
device and mold, which can provide a basis for mold error
compensation technology.

DIAMOND ULTRA-PRECISION TURNING
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SSM MOLD

In the fabrication of the SSM mold, some parameters, such
as surface roughness, surface shape precision, and machining
efficiency, will have an influence. The key factor is the planning
algorithm of the cutting tool path. In this paper, we propose
two processing methods, i.e., the radial feeding method and
the angular feeding method. A comparative analysis of the
characteristics of these two methods is conducted.

Radial Feeding Method
For the radial feeding method, with every machining process
of the cutter, the sample position remains unchanged, and the
depth is equal in the same radius direction. With every cutting,
the sample is rotated with a fixed angle by C axis, as shown in
Figure 2. The relationship between the depth and angle is given
by Equation (1):

hθ =
λθ

360n
(1)

Where hθ is the depth corresponding to a rotation angle θ , which
starts from the highest point, λ is the terahertz wavelength, and
n is refractive index of the high polymer material with respect to
terahertz wave.

Angular Feeding Method
The principle of the angular feedingmethod is shown in Figure 3.
During themachining process of the cutter, the work piece always
remains rotational. By using the slow tool servo mode, the cuter
is then processed with a fixed length in the direction from the
external diameter to the center of the SSM over a period of a 360◦

rotation. After rotating the sample by an angle θm, the relation
between the cutting depth of the cutter and rotational angle is
shown as in Equation (2):

hθm =
λ(θm − 360m)

360n
(2)

Here hθm is the depth corresponding to a rotation angle θm,
which starts from the highest point (zero), λ is the terahertz
wavelength, n is the refractive index of the high polymer material
with respect to the terahertz wave, and m is the number of turns
of the work piece.

Comparison of the Cutting Methods
In the SSM process, some key parameters are presented, such
as low surface roughness, tiny surface profile error, and high
processing efficiency. As for the surface profile error, both the
radial feeding method and angular feeding method are restricted
by the positioning precision of the equipment and the radius
of curvature of the tool’s nose. In the context of using similar
equipment and a fixed cutter, there is a negligible difference
between them. And for the surface roughness of the mold, it
mainly relies on the radius of curvature of the cutter nose, the
linear velocity in cutting, and the feeding velocity of the cutter.

For the radial feeding method, the linear velocity of the cutter
is equal to the planning velocity of Y axis in a diamond lathe.
Moreover, the liner velocity in cutting at a point is equal to each
other. The feeding velocity of the cutter is the arc length from the
center to edge of the work piece for each rotation. The feeding
velocity in each point is proportional to a distance from the point
to the center. In other words, with the increase of feeding velocity
of the work piece, the roughness in processing is also increased.

For the axial spiral cutting method, the cutter is used for
discrete cutting. Once the phase plate is rotated, the orthogonal
coordinates are then transformed into the polar coordinates. The
system obtains discrete points in terms of radian and traces
the processing depth at each point. After finishing a period of
processing, the cutter is propelled with some distance from the
edge to the center of the work piece. When using discrete cutting,
the influence of the linear velocity to surface roughness of the
work piece can be considered with little focus due to the fast-
tracking velocity. In contrast, the feeding velocity acts as the
key factor influencing surface roughness, containing two velocity
components in the axial and radial directions. The feeding
velocity in the axial direction mainly relies on the revolving speed
of the work piece and the point density. With the decrease in
revolving speed and the increase of point density, the velocity is
then decreased, resulting in low surface roughness on the work
piece. Here the point density is related to the distance between
a point and the center of a circle, and to the density in dividing
angles. A large point density is obtained by reducing this distance
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FIGURE 1 | Principle diagram of the SSM processing technique.

FIGURE 2 | Diagram of the radial feeding process. White arrows represent the

cutting direction of the cutter, while the blue curved arrows represent the

marching direction of the work piece. The work piece is rotated by a tiny angle

increment dθ after cutting with a radius length by the planning cutter.

and increasing the angle density. As for the feeding velocity in
the radial direction, it mainly relies on the marching velocity of
the cutter in radial direction. In principle, a large velocity leads to
large surface roughness.

In the case of reaching the precision limit of the equipment
and process, it is possible to fabricate the SSM with low
surface roughness and form error via the radial feeding method
or the angular feeding method. However, from the point of
processing efficiency, there is an obvious difference between the
two methods. To attain similar surface roughness, the discrete
precision in two methods was chosen as the rotational resolution
of 1 arc s. For the angular feeding method, the processing time is
calculated as:

T1 = 2π × 3600×
r

v
× 2 =

14400πr

v
(3)

FIGURE 3 | Diagram of the angular feeding process. Blue curved arrows

represent the cutting direction of the cutter, while the white arrows represent

the motion track of the cutter along the cutting-in direction. Here the feed

direction of sample is determined as the radial direction. After a rotation

period, the sample is moved by a tiny distance ds along a plane perpendicular

to the cutter away from the original point.

Here r is the radius of spiral phase plate, and v is the linear
velocity of Y axis that is ≤1,000 mm/min in general, which
satisfies T1 ≥ 14.4πr. When working on the same samples, it is
possible to form a same surface roughness through the angular
feeding method. Based on this technology, the radial feeding is
calculated at the edge for a period of a rotation. Hence, the radial
feeding process time is given by:

T2 = r ÷
2πr

3600
×

3600

f × 60
=

108000

fπ
(4)

Where f is the servo tracking frequency of the cutter that is
<1,000Hz in general, therefore T2 ≥ 108/π . If T1 ≤ T2 (i.e.,
14.4πr ≤ 108/π), which corresponds to a conversion result r ≤
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FIGURE 4 | Molding process diagram.

7.5/π , so it is more efficient to use the radial feeding method.
In contrast, if r ≥ 7.5/π2, it is more suitable to use the angular
feeding method.

COMPRESSION MOLDING OF
POLYETHYLENE SSM

Polyethylene (PE) is kind of material with a good chemical
and physical property in the terahertz region, such as high
transmission, good dielectric properties, corrosion resistance,
and radiation resistance. The refractive index is 1.54 in a broad
spectral range. In this paper, PE material is utilized to illustrate
how to fabricate the terahertz SSM. In order to achieve the SSM
fabrication in batches, we have used the SSM mold to replicate a
PE terahertz element.

Temperature Control Processing
The molding process diagram is shown in Figure 4. We first
designed and made a work fixture and assembled the metal
spiral phase plate and the PE substrate, as shown in Figure 4,
followed by a heating and pressure treatment in the molding
apparatus. Hence, a conformal deformation on the PE substrate
is induced in terms of the surface morphology of the metal
mold. Ultimately, the spiral structure on the surface of the PE
substrate is cooled and solidified after the pressure treatment.
We consequently disassembled the fixture and took out
the PE SSM.

The main factors affecting the terahertz molding precision
includes heating speed, temperature, heat preservation time,
pressure size, and cooling speed, etc.

Fixture Design
When molding the SSM, we needed to keep the mold and
PE substrate fixed, to avoid the relative displacement. Because
the displacement will cause SSM deformation, a special fixture
needed to be designed. The requirements for the fixture include
the following: (1) The material of the mold should be resistant to
high temperature; (2) the substrate and the mold need to be fixed,
so that there is no lateral sliding between them when the pressure
is forced, and (3) an exhaust mechanism is needed in the fixture.

FIGURE 5 | Diagram of the fixture, 1 is the mold fixed plate, 2 is the mold, 3 is

the PE substrate, 4 is the substrate fixed plate, 5 is the limited-position sleeve,

and 6 is the fabricated SSM.

The pressure process gas will not be closed in the micro-structure
of the sample, which will affect the die pressure accuracy of the
micro-structure. (4) The pressure of the die press device can be
transmitted vertically to the mold and substrate, to maintain the
uniformity of the force.

In accordance with the above requirements, the fixture scheme
that was designed is shown in Figure 5. The fixture consists of a
substrate fixed plate, a mold fixed plate, and a limited-position
sleeve. Both the PE substrate and the mold have a base plate fixed
slot. The depth of the slot is slightly less than the thickness of the
substrate and the mold. The height of the sleeve limits the final
sample processing height, and the diameter of the limiting sleeve
controls the slip between the substrate and the mold. In order to
make an exhaust mechanism, a vent hole on the limiting sleeve
should be opened.

Demolding of the SSM
In order to ensure that there is no adhesion between themold and
the substrate surface during the demolding process, we needed
to make an anti-adhesion layer on the mold surface. Because
some Fluorinated polymer materials have excellent characters
such as high temperature tolerance and no adhesion with
other material, we coated the polymer which contains fluorine
element to make an anti-adhesion layer on the aluminum
mold. The anti-adhesion layer should be as thin as possible,
so that the polymer layer does not affect the structure on the
mold. We used the steam plating coating method to make the
thin layer.

In order to reduce the mechanical damage of molds and
SSM components while demolding, we first make the PE
substrate structure, the fixture and the mold are cooled to room
temperature, thus all the elements are stable. Second, we used the
mechanical devices to ensure that the demolding force direction
was perpendicular to the surface of the PE substrate and mold,
and the mold and the SSM were separated vertically, which can
reduce the mechanical damage caused by the lateral sliding in the
demolding process.
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PROCESSING EXPERIMENT OF SSM

In order to present a systematic processing method, the following
parameters were used: the topological charge number is 1, the
diameter is 50mm, and the depth difference between two sides
of the total step is approximated as 55.56 um, which corresponds
to a wavelength of 30 um.

Experiment of the Cutting Tool Wear in
Metal and PE Cutting
The cutting properties of metals and PE materials were studied
through an experiment. The cutting speed was set as 10 mm/s,

FIGURE 6 | (a) Is the picture of tool’s wear after cutting aluminum; (b) is the

picture of tool’s wear after cutting PE material.

the cutting depth is 50 um, the cutting length is 50mmper round,
and the diamond tools with curvature radius is 0.4mm. After a
total of 10 rounds of cutting, the tool wear was observed under
a microscope, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a is the picture
of the tool after the aluminum has been cut, the results show
that the tool has little wear. Figure 6b shows the tool after the
PE has been cut, and the tool wears significantly and a gap
phenomenon appears, which shows that the diamond turning
methods cannot be used in PE materials processing. Therefore,
the molding method is necessary in PE SMM fabrication.

Experiment of the Radial Feed Method and
Angular Feed Method
Taking the SSM with 50mm diameter and 55.56 um total depth
as an example, this paper adopted the 7,075 Aluminum Material
as the substrate and carried out the diamond ultra-precision
cutting of the mold. We employed the diamond lathe from
Moore company in US (Nanotech350FG) and made the mold
turning experiment. After processing, the surface profile data
of SSM were measured by the white-light interferometer, and
then the obtained data were processed and analyzed byMATLAB
software. Due to the limitation of the FOV of measurement
equipment and data volume of the analysis, we measured the
area of 5 × 4mm in the middle of the SSM. In theory, the
pattern distribution outside 5mm is the same as that along
radial direction. The periodicity error caused by tool marks is

FIGURE 7 | Graph (A) is the measurement data of SSM which is processed by the method of angular feeding, it can clearly be seen that the SSM is a spiral structure;

Graph (B) is the error analysis data between graph (A) and the theoretical data, horizontal coordinate represents the measurement data location on the plane of SSM,

and vertical coordinate represents the error data value, the PV value of the error data is about 0.7 um; Graph (C) is the roughness data of the SSM that was fabricated

by angular feeding, this figure was taken by white light interferometer under 10× objective, and the figure size is about 0.4 × 0.3mm. The color bar represents the

roughness value of the SSM, and the PV, rms, and Ra values which were shown in the table was calculated by the instrument’s own software. From the table we can

see that the Ra value of roughness is about 4.1 nm. Graph (D) is the measurement data of SSM which is processed by the method of radial feeding, it can clearly be

seen that the SSM is a spiral structure; Graph (E) is the error analysis data between graph (D) and the theoretical data, it is the same format as figure. (B), the PV

value of the error data is about 4.1 um; Graph (F) is the roughness data of the SSM that is fabricated by the radial feeding method, it is the same format as figure.

(C), and the Ra value of roughness is about 27.5 nm.
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proportional to the radius. The results of the processing are
shown in Figure 7. Figure 7A is a three-dimensional profile
produced by the angular feedingmethod. The scheme of one-step
roughing, one-step semi-finishing, and one-step finishing were
adopted. The cutting depth was 40, 10, and 5 um, respectively,
and the feed speed was 10, 5, and 2 mm/min, and the turning
speed of the lathe was 20 rpm. The overall mold processing
time was 20min, and the precision of the pattern surface error
PV value was 700 nm, as shown in Figure 7B, and the surface
roughness Ra value was about 4.1 nm, as shown in Figure 7C.
Figure 7D is a three-dimensional contour map produced by
the radial feeding method. The scheme of one-step roughing,
one-step semi-finishing, and one-step finishing was adopted.
Each cutting depth was 40, 10, and 5 um, respectively, and
each step was 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1◦. The cutting speed was 600
mm/min. After each line had been cut, the tool must return
to the center before the next line can be cut, and the total
processing time was 15 h. The three-dimensional profile of
SMM is shown in Figure 7D, and the surface accuracy error
PV value was about 4.78 um, which is shown in Figure 7E.
Finally, the surface roughness Ra value was about 27.5 nm,
as shown in Figure 7F. The experimental results are in good
agreement with the theoretical results in Chapter 2. In the
process of making SMM, the machining method of rotating
around the axis had obvious advantages in machining efficiency
and accuracy.

Experiment of PE SSM Molding Processing
After the mold of SSM was fabricated, we fabricated the PE
material SSM using the precision molding method. First, we
assembled these elements and then used the sleeve to fix them.
Afterwards, the assembled work piece was placed into MYLMR-
3300 molding equipment, and we improved the temperature
from the indoor temperature. Note that a temperature of 20◦C
should be maintained for 1min for each improvement. When the
temperature reached 130◦C, we imposed a pressure of 0.22 MPa
on the work piece for 5min. With this pressure, we refrigerated
the work piece to a temperature <40◦C, with a cooling rate of
20◦C/min. Ultimately, by repealing the pressure treatment and
disassembling these elements, the molded SSM was taken out.
The graph of the mold and PE SSM is shown in Figure 8. The
picture of the SSM mold is shown in Figure 8a, and the step
height of the mold is shown in Figure 8c, which is about 55.41
um. Figure 8b is the picture of the molded PE SSM, and the
molded PE SSM step height is shown in Figure 8d, which is about
55.37 um. From these data we could see that the step height error
between the mold and PE SSM was only about 40 nm, which was
about 0.1% in the total step height. The step height error between
PE SSM and the theoretical value was about 0.19 um, here this
error accounts for 0.34% of the total depth, which is 0.63% of the
designed wavelength. The roughness was 3.1 nm, which accounts
for only about 0.01% of the wavelength, resulting in a negligible
influence on the terahertz optical property.

FIGURE 8 | Graph (a) is the picture of the Metal SSM mold; graph (b) is the picture of PE SSM product; graph (c) is the measurement data of step height of the SSM

mold, that is about 55.41 um; graph (d) is the measurement data of the step height of the PE SSM, which is about 55.37 um; (e) is the measurement data of the

roughness of the PE SSM, which is about 3.1 nm.
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FIGURE 9 | Measurement data of step height repeatability experiment.

Experiment of the Molding Repeatability
Test
In order to study the repeatability of the molding process of
PE SSM, we used the same molding process parameters and
carried out molding experiments. According to the analysis of
the difference between the surface step height value between
each batch number of molding, the repeatability of this method
is estimated, to judge the feasibility of mass production. Due
to the limitation of the cost of material and time, 50 molding
experiments were carried out. The results in Figure 9 show that
the step height of PE SSM is between 55.24 and 55.38 um, the
repeatability can reach about 0.25%, and the step height error
between PE SSM and the designed value is about 0.58%. We then
checked the mold surface after the molding, and there was no
significant change before the molding.

CONCLUSION

By developing a process method for the diamond turning and
molding technology, we have accomplished a precision process of
SSM, which provides an effective means for the bulk-production
of SSM. In fact, our experimental results show that there no
limit in application to what this technique can achieve. Our
process method may be suitable for some other applications,
such as a terahertz lens, terahertz beam splitter prism, and a
terahertz plane mirror. Moreover, through error compensation
of the mold and by optimizing our molding process, the
processing precision of PE SSM has potential to be even
further improved.
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